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Abstract. Developing narrative and computational thinking skills is crucial for
K-12 student learning. A growing number of K-12 teachers are utilizing digital
storytelling, where students create short narratives around a topic, as a means of
creating motivating problem-solving activities for a variety of domains, including
history and science. At the same time, there is increasing awareness of the need
to engage K-12 students in computational thinking, including elementary school
students. Given the challenges that the syntax of text-based programming languages poses for even novice university-level learners, block-based programming languages have emerged as an effective tool for introducing computational
thinking to elementary-level students. Leveraging the unique affordances of narrative and computational thinking offers significant potential for student learning;
however, integrating them presents significant challenges. In this paper, we describe initial work toward solving this problem by introducing an approach to
block-based programming for interactive storytelling to engage upper elementary
students (ages 9 to 11) in computational thinking and narrative skill development.
Leveraging design principles and best practices from prior research on elementary-grade block-based programming and digital storytelling, we propose a set of
custom blocks enabling learners to create interactive narratives. We describe both
the process used to derive the custom blocks, including their alignment with elements of interactive narrative and with specific computational thinking curricular
goals, as well as lessons learned from students interacting with a prototype learning environment utilizing the block-based programming approach.
Keywords: Narrative-centered learning, block-based programming, digital storytelling.
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Introduction

Digital storytelling, which combines traditional storytelling with rich digital technologies, has emerged as an innovative approach for engaging students in deep, meaningful
learning [1–3]. Digital storytelling enables the creation of effective and engaging learning experiences that support diverse individual needs [2] and creative exploration of
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scientific phenomena [4]. However, studies have shown that the success of digital storytelling activities can vary between individual students, and can be improved through
interventions such as emotional priming [5], focusing the story creation on scene level
details rather than macro story structure [6], and by having students enact their stories
through a physical medium such as a puppet show [7].
As a process, creating, refining, and presenting a story reflects many computational
thinking concepts. There is a growing recognition of the importance of enabling K-12
students to engage with and develop competence in computational thinking [8, 9]. However, teachers at the elementary levels often lack computer science or computational
thinking training, raising the need for activities and tools that can help them integrate
computational thinking into their classrooms. Building on Papert’s [10] work on programmable environments for learning, creating rich block-based programming environments to support novices has seen success in bringing computational thinking to
K-12 education [11]. Block-based programming environments remove many of the hurdles to programming activities, such as the need to learn the complex syntax of traditional programming languages. However, difficulties remain, especially in younger
grade levels, leading to a growing body of research providing guidelines for creating
age-appropriate learning environments to support computational thinking [12].
In this paper, we investigate how to engage upper elementary students in the creation
of interactive narratives while simultaneously developing computational thinking practices. This paper describes our initial work in developing a narrative-centered learning
environment for computationally-rich digital storytelling using custom blocks designed
to facilitate age-appropriate block-based programming. The learning environment and
custom blocks are described in detail, as well as results from a pilot study to evaluate
the usability and effectiveness of the learning environment.
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Related Work

Narrative offers an exceptionally promising tool for engaging students in computationally-rich problem solving. Narrative experiences are powerful, helping us connect with
others and understand the world around us [13]. Narrative has a unique ability to serve
as an effective means for communicating personal understandings of concepts, such as
science phenomena, to others [14]. While prominent in elementary education, storytelling is often exercised in the context of language arts, and actualized with either pencil
and paper or word processing programs. Digital storytelling seeks to augment the creativity and effectiveness of storytelling, while also expanding storytelling to other subjects [1]. While there are many variants, most digital storytelling activities revolve
around students researching a topic, then creating a multimedia presentation of the story
that is presented to their teacher and peers [1]. Digital storytelling activities have shown
benefits to student learning and engagement [2], visual memory and writing skills [15],
and 21st century skills such as problem solving, argumentation, and cooperation [16].
However, the benefits of digital storytelling are at least partially dependent on students’ ability to construct narratives, increasing the importance of a well-designed story
creation environment, especially for younger learners. One approach to mitigate these
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concerns has been to embed the story creation process into a more scaffolded context
including block-based programming environments. In the La Playa environment, students from ages 9 to 11 use a modified version of Scratch [11] to create animated stories
involving sprites, audio clips, and events triggered by user inputs [17]. Horn, AlSulaiman, and Koh [18] utilized a tangible, sticker-based block language to engage students in creating programs in the context of an interactive storybook. While many of
the narratives created by these systems focus heavily on sprite manipulation and animation, this work extends these efforts by designing and investigating a block-based
programming environment focused primarily on interactive stories by guiding students
through the creation of interactive teleplays.

3

INFUSECS Narrative-Centered Learning Environment

To enable upper elementary students to create interactive digital stories, the INFUSECS
narrative-centered learning environment was designed and developed. INFUSECS specifically focuses on the creation of interactive teleplays. Teleplays consist of several
parts, including multiple scenes, multiple characters, dialog between characters, and
narration. An additional feature of the environment is supporting audience participation
to allow for interactivity in the teleplays. As students develop their teleplays, they can
insert moments in the narrative where they would like to ask the audience a question,
and change the story depending on how the audience responds.
For example, imagine a scenario where students are asked to create a narrative on
how a shipwrecked crew is rescued from a remote island. A sample teleplay (shown in
Figure 1) would describe a set of characters and where on the island the characters were
located. After some dialog discussing possible solutions to the crew’s predicament, the
audience might be asked if the crew should signal for help with a light source using
Morse code, or use a siren to create noise to signal a passing ship. Based on the audience
response, the narrative can branch and present the rest of the teleplay reflecting the

Fig. 1. Screenshots of a sample narrative displayed in INFUSECS’S block-based
story tab and teleplay tab
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audience’s choice. Alternatively, the audience participation may only affect a smaller
portion of the teleplay, such as allowing the audience to pick which message is sent.
This story creation process engages learners with several core computational thinking practices, as defined by the K-12 Computer Science Framework (www.k12cs.org),
including recognizing and defining computational problems, developing and using abstractions, creating computational artifacts, testing and refining computational artifacts,
and collaborating around computing.
Teleplays are created in INFUSECS by leveraging Google’s Blockly framework [19].
Blockly is an open source JavaScript library for building block-based programming
editors. Compared to other block-based programming editors such as Scratch and
Snap!, Blockly supports several features desirable for creating a block-based environment for elementary-grade students. First, Blockly allows for a customizable toolbox
and block palette. This helps mitigate cognitive load issues by presenting students with
only the blocks needed for a given scenario, rather than all the available blocks in the
programming language. Second, Blockly facilitates the creation of custom blocks, allowing developers to redesign existing blocks to create the necessary functionality to
support digital storytelling. Blockly also allows for the generation of text-based representations of the blocks. While this feature of Blockly is normally used to generate textbased code equivalents of block-based programs, in INFUSECS this feature is used to
generate script-like representations of the teleplays, visible at any time via a Teleplay
tab at the top of the interface.
The INFUSECS learning environment and its custom blocks also leverage findings
from previous work with block-based programming environments for upper elementary
students [17, 20, 21]. These findings include leveraging visual affordances in the appearance of the blocks, prioritizing sequential programming over event-driven programming, enabling customization and editing rather than being fully generative, and
limiting complicated syntax and vocabulary.
The set of custom blocks for INFUSECS was designed to support four main features
of interactive narratives: describing a scene, character dialog (including narration),
branching, and actions to be performed while performing the teleplay.

Fig. 2. Custom blocks used in the INFUSECS learning environment
The Scene block, shown in Figure 2a, allows students to set the location and conditions where the events in the narrative take place. Location and condition blocks are
defined before the activity to fit with a motivating scenario framing a particular digital
storytelling activity (e.g., how a shipwrecked crew survives on a remote island). This
also allows INFUSECS to leverage Blockly’s type-checking capabilities, and prevent
students from attaching incompatible blocks to fields, a feature also afforded by the
color-coding scheme of blocks.
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The Dialog blocks, shown in Figure 2b, are the core blocks of the storytelling system, as the majority of the content in the student-generated teleplays is dialog between
characters or statements by the narrator. A line of dialog is generated through the combination of a Character says block and a Text block. The name property of the Character
block is editable, and an additional Narrator says block is provided.
The Ask audience block, Figure 2c, is designed to allow students to incorporate audience participation into their teleplays, while also providing them an opportunity to
experiment with conditionals and flow control. The Ask audience block contains three
properties that must be defined by learners. The first property is the question that will
be asked to the audience, and then the two possible responses the audience should respond with to the question. Below each response, students can place the dialog and
events that are specific to that branch of the narrative.
Finally, a set of Action blocks (example shown in Figure 2d) were added to allow
for denoting times when an action may be taken during the performance of the teleplay
(i.e., stage directions). Action blocks consist of three separate blocks; a subject, an action, and an object. Subjects are the character in the story completing the action. Objects
and actions are designed to be pre-populated based on the learning domain in which the
storytelling activity is situated. For example, the scenario described in the sample story
above is designed to be used as part of a science unit on electricity, thus the blocks
included were aligned with items commonly found in science classrooms, and focused
on actions like turning on and off a siren or light. These actions are color-coded to
differentiate them from other blocks, and can be developed to correspond to items that
can be used as props when students are presenting their final story to the class.
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Pilot Study

To better understand how the INFUSECS learning environment supports digital storytelling and computational thinking in upper elementary classrooms, a pilot study was
conducted at a K-8 school in the southeast United States. The primary goal of the study
was to observe how pairs of students working together were able to use INFUSECS to
create a story as well as to obtain feedback on the successful and unsuccessful aspects
of the learning environment and how it could be improved.
Participants in the pilot study included 6 fourth grade students ages 9-10, consisting
of 4 males and 2 females. The pilot study took place over approximately 60 minutes.
The 6 students were grouped into pairs to work together. Students reported a range of
previous experience with block-based coding environments, with 3 students reporting
a familiarity of 6-7 out of 10, and 3 students reporting a familiarity of 1-3, with 1 being
low familiarity and 10 being high familiarity.
Before using the INFUSECS learning environment, students were given a brief
presentation on the learning environment and story development task, as well as a short
video introducing a motivating scenario to act as the inciting event for their stories. The
video presented how a team of scientists were shipwrecked on an island in the South
Pacific after a powerful storm. Before the ship sank, the scientists were able to transport
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most of their equipment to shore. Students were then told that they would be creating
stories about what the crew would do next and how they would get off the island.
Next, the students were given a brief tutorial on using INFUSECS and began working
in dyads to plan their stories for a period of 5 minutes. A brief starter story was loaded
into the environment, demonstrating a Scene block, a line of dialog from the narrator
describing the shipwreck, and an Ask audience block to encourage students to include
audience participation in their stories. Student pairs then used the learning environment
for approximately 30 minutes to author their stories. Each group was paired with a
member of the research team, who took notes on their observations, and were available
to answer questions the students had about using the learning environment. After creating their stories, all six students gathered together as a group with a member of the
research team for a brief 10 minute focus group where they discussed their overall impressions of the learning activity and INFUSECS.

Fig. 3. Students creating a story using the INFUSECS learning environment

All three groups showed an ability to use the learning environment to create short
narratives in the allotted time. Each group was able to define the location and conditions
of an initial scene, as well as generate dialog between characters. Overall, groups generated stories ranging from 9-12 blocks in length, consisting mostly of narration and
dialog between characters. Two of the 3 groups utilized Action blocks, and 2 of the 3
groups incorporated a scene change into their narrative. Students also demonstrated a
conceptual understanding of the structure of the teleplays, such as editing every occurrence of a character’s name in the program and dialog when they decided to remove a
character or modify the character’s name.
All groups were able to manipulate the blocks to change the ordering of events, often
reading back what they had developed aloud, or using the Teleplay tab to view their
story before returning to the blocks to incorporate revisions. Students also were able to
successfully edit and revise their stories, though there were some usability issues such
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as text blocks highlighting the entire text when clicked, which caused some dialog to
be erased rather than edited as intended. Students were able to utilize the domain-specific Action blocks provided, though they struggled incorporating them coherently into
their story, highlighting a need to further scaffold this content either beforehand, or
during the revision process.
All 3 groups struggled to use the Ask audience block effectively. While in discussions with their partners, they exhibited some evidence of understanding how it worked,
as well as a desire to utilize the block in their story, only one group was able to create
a question with multiple responses, though one of the branches was not fully populated.
During the focus group after the students finished using the learning environment, all
students were generally positive about INFUSECS. Of interest, they noted that while
typing was difficult, they found the process much easier than writing a story with pencil
and paper or other tools. One student suggested allowing the recording of audio clips
to reduce the typing burden. The main points of confusion expressed by the students
were around the Ask audience block. Other suggestions for improvements included the
addition of more scene locations and weather conditions, and more types of actions and
objects for the domain-specific blocks. Additionally, the students requested improvements to the visualization of their teleplays, with suggestions ranging from an animated
version of their blocks being generated, to a text version that would play out the blocks
sequentially rather than showing the entire teleplay at once.
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Discussion

Overall, the INFUSECS narrative-centered learning environment was successful in enabling students to create play-like narratives, while engaging students in computational
thinking concepts such as abstractions, debugging/revising, order of execution, and
conditionals. Though the narratives students developed were short, given more time
with the learning environment, higher quality narratives could likely be produced. One
set of issues observed by multiple members of the research team during the pilot study
revolved around collaboration within the student dyads. Often it appeared that each
student was attempting to tell a different story, leading to disagreement and distracting
from the goal of the activity. While collaboration is an important practice in K-12 education, more scaffolding or structure is needed to ensure successful collaboration.
A promising potential improvement to the learning environment is to incorporate a
longer and more structured planning phase in the activity. One student mentioned that
their group was distracted changing character names at times, and that perhaps if they
defined the story and characters in more detail before entering the block-based environment, they would have been more productive. While a planning phase could be conducted outside the environment using pencil and paper, incorporating it into the learning environment would enable desirable features such as generating dialog blocks prepopulated with character names to reduce typing, and initializing the workspace with
parts of the narrative laid out from the planning phase.
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The main point of student confusion related to the block-based programming interface was the Ask audience conditional block. Though students generally seemed to understand how the block worked conceptually, only one group was able to successfully
utilize it. Potential improvements include providing examples of its usage to students
beforehand, and having the block prepopulated with an example question and responses
rather than being empty.
There are several limitations to these findings, most notably the small sample size
and abbreviated time students had to use the learning environment. However, the system was successful at enabling the creation of narratives, and will be available for use
by interested parties.1 Additionally, the source code of the environment is provided for
those that wish to modify and extend the set of blocks available in the learning environment.
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Conclusions and Future Work

As the importance of engaging learners at all grade levels in computational thinking
continues to grow, the need for novel and effective learning activities also increases.
Digital storytelling is a natural fit for this need, and a potentially effective way of embedding computational thinking into existing subjects like science and language arts.
Conversely, the structured format and intuitive interface of block-based programming
can help overcome some of the difficulties students face when constructing stories, allowing them to better focus on communicating their ideas and experimenting with revising their final product.
To better enable digital storytelling in upper elementary classrooms, the INFUSECS
narrative-centered learning environment was created leveraging the Blockly framework. A set of custom blocks was designed specifically to facilitate digital storytelling,
while also engaging students with important computational thinking concepts. A pilot
study was conducted with 6 fourth grade students along with a focus group to gather
feedback from the students, demonstrating the usability of the system for students at
this age level, and highlighting the promise of the learning environment for enabling
the creation of interactive narratives. Overall, the feedback showed students preferred
the block-based interface over traditional pencil and paper activities and indicated several areas for improvement.
Future iterations of the learning environment will focus on expanding the set of storytelling blocks available to students, as well as investigating integration of the generated narratives with visualization technologies. Additionally, the environment will be
expanded to include a more robust story planning phase and interface to facilitate more
structured and higher quality stories.
Acknowledgments. This research was supported by the National Science Foundation through
grants DRL-1921495 and DRL-1921503. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions expressed in
this material are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National
Science Foundation.
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